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CASSETTE
Ronan & Erwan Bouroullec
Bringing together contrasting materials and a simple form, Ronan and Erwan Bouroullec 
have created a statement sofa that offers solidity, versatility, comfort and contemporary 
style, with a slim steel frame and deep upholstery.

THE DESIGNER
Ronan & Erwan Bouroullec have been working together for over 20 years, bonded 
by diligence and challenged by their distinct personalities. From designing spaces 
to furniture, taking on architectural projects to designing textile wall systems or 
comprehensive collections, the brothers maintain drawing and experimental activity
as essential to the development of their work. Their designs are part of select
international museums’ permanent collections, including the Musée National d’Art 
Moderne, Centre Pompidou and the Musée des Arts Décoratifs in Paris, New York’s 
MoMA, the Art Institute of Chicago, the Design Museum in London, and the Museum 
Boijmans van Beuningen in Rotterdam.



General Information

DESIGN 
2018

DESCRIPTION
Sofa

MATERIALS 
Powder-coated steel frame, oiled oak armrests, foam and feather upholstery

UPHOLSTERY
For fabric options please contact Established & Sons

DIMENSIONS
Two Seater: L1650mm × H720mm × D900mm, seat H400mm
Three Seater: L2070mm × H720mm × D900mm, seat H400mm

CLEANING GUIDELINES
Upholstery cover: dust can be removed by brushing with a garment 
brush. For stains consult professional upholstery cleaner.
Powder-coated steel frame: the chair frame should first be dry dusted with a 
clean lint free cotton cloth. If wet cleaning is required then the item should be 
cleaned using a soft, slightly damp sponge with a mild detergent and water 
solution. It then must be immediately cleaned again with a soft dry cloth.
Wooden Armrests: Use a damp cloth with a mild detergent. Dry with a soft cloth.

USER INSTRUCTIONS
ATTENTION! Please handle with care when installing.
The product is not suitable for outdoor use.
Avoid contact with heat sources.
For major maintenance or repairs, consult the retailer.
Once the product or its components are no longer required, 
make sure that they are disposed of correctly.

IMPORTANT, RETAIN FOR FUTURE REFERENCE: READ CAREFULLY



Established & Sons is a British brand representing all that is innovative 
in contemporary design. By supporting the best creators of our time, 
it has built a collection for people who are passionate about design, 
presenting imaginative products with style and personality.  
Designers and artists are afforded the freedom to explore their 
own language, advancing pioneering ideas that deliver exceptional 
furniture and lighting collections. Combined with Established & Sons’ 
commitment to skilled craftsmanship and cutting-edge manufacturing 
techniques, this produces intelligent designs that are at the same time 
diverse in the extreme and united in their quest for the extraordinary.  
The Established & Sons collection includes some of the most important 
examples of 21st-century design. Many of the pieces have been acquired 
by international museums, galleries, institutions and private collections.

Follow us on Instagram

About Established & Sons

https://www.instagram.com/establishedandsons/

